
How to Design a City 
for Life?

8 ways to better adapt 
to climate change



What does a living, climate-resilient 
city look like?
With the uncertain climatic, political 
and economic future of the upcoming 
decades, the vital question we need to 
ask is: How can we live in a way that is 
socially, economically and environmentally 
sustainable? This question is particularly 
important in cities, now home to more than 
half of the world’s population, a share that 
is likely to rise to 70% by 2050.(1) At first 
glance it might seem that sharing space 
and infrastructure with a large number 
of people makes living in cities the most 
environmentally-friendly alternative. 
However, despite numerous partial savings, 
cities are responsible for almost three 
quarters of global CO2 emissions.(2)

Climate change already affects cities consi-
derably. Many regions, including ours, have 
been working on climate change adaptati-
on strategies and companies are investing 
in energy-efficient buildings and green 
roofs. Yet there are still too few debates 
on specific measures that can mitigate 
climate change and help us adapt to it. Few 
municipal councils are willing to advance 
conceptual and comprehensive measures 
if their implementation will take more than 
one electoral term.

Clearly, there is a cost to system measures – 
whether we are talking about blue-green 
infrastructure, energy decentralization or 
sustainable mobility and development. 
In this case, however, nothing is more 
expensive than doing nothing.(3) The sooner 
we start to take comprehensive measures, 
the smaller the risk that living standards in 
cities will drop dramatically in the following 
decades. This kind of investment will bring 
returns by reducing the cost of floods, 
drought and heatwaves, as well as bringing 
savings on power, water and heating.

This booklet is a follow-up to the 2016 
publication called “How to Design a Fairly-
-Shared City”. We have selected 8 areas in 
which more efficient planning can increase 
the city’s resilience. We would like to high- 
light the fact that cities have a huge poten-
tial in the transformation to sustainability.

In this guide to designing “a city for life”, you 
will be accompanied by teenage siblings 
Emma and Dan. Young people are more and 
more often taking the lead in civil society 
and pointing to the necessity of change. In 
this cartoon, Emma and Dan, together with 
their friends and family, are ready to take 
the necessary measures and they succeed 
in engaging the whole neighbourhood. 
Indeed, we can take many such measures 
in our households, workplaces, neigh- 
bourhoods and communities. Nevertheless, 
we will not be able to manage without 
system changes and solutions.

Although this topic can be a tough one, we 
believe you will enjoy reading this booklet 
and find inspiration for your personal and 
political life. This publication is intended for 
all of us who care about the place where 
we live.
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Concern for our shared future
Who is responsible for making 
changes, and how can we participate? 

The future of the climate brings major uncertainty for city dwellers. There is huge pressure on 
individuals to do the right thing – buy organic food, live in an environmentally-friendly house, 
avoid travelling by car and reduce waste. Can we – as individuals – rely on the state and the 
market to act in accordance with the needs of a sustainable city? Will there be a sustaina-
ble mobility system in our city, similar to those in the Netherlands or Scandinavian countries? 
Will municipalities become climate neutrality leaders, like in Germany or the United Kingdom? 
Will housing be affordable as well as environmentally-friendly, like in Vienna?
Unfortunately, in many situations both the state and the market tend to be the cause of pro-
blems instead. Innovative and sustainable solutions can often take the form of communi-
ty and neighbourhood activities.(4) Such solutions are local, shared and coordinated. You can 
thus get organized with your friends, neighbours or colleagues and draw attention to changes 
in the zoning plan that are incompatible with climate resilience needs. You can also team up 
to get affordable organic food, share cars or negotiate greener standards with housing develo-
pers. The community approach opens the way to numerous new opportunities and tools that 
have so far not been fully used. However, everyone – including public institutions and market 
players – needs to join in the efforts to solve the climate crisis.

1

Did you know?
• More than 10,000 mostly European towns and cities, including 21 in the Czech Re-
public, have joined the Covenant of Mayors, which aims to accelerate decarbonization 
and improve adaptation to climate change on the municipal level.(5)

• It is possible to run an eco-social business. Instead of striving to maximize profit, such an 
organization follows social and environmental goals and does business in solidarity with peo-
ple and the planet.(6) One of the best-known examples in Czechia is the Slušná firma network.(7)

• Cities like Bologna(8) and Barcelona(9) have introduced policies for citizens’ participa-
tion and cooperation with the private sector regarding administration and use of the 
city commons, including public space, with digital platforms enabling the development of 
community and neighbourhood activities. The Bologna project motto is “2 + 2 = 5”, showing 
that cooperation is more beneficial than competition.

How to participate in change?
• Public institutions (the state, local governments and municipalities) can use powerful cli-
mate policies, strategies, investments and incentives to implement fundamental infrastructure 
measures, and they can also incentivize the private sector to make innovations.
• Market players (consumers and producers) can support changes in attitudes and produc-
tion processes towards a sustainable, fair, local and circular economy.
• Community, neighbourhood and citizens’ activities are at the heart of the change, as 
they make it possible for individuals to participate in their neighbourhood or city and influen-
ce their surroundings in a coordinated, democratic way – and also influence the approach of 
public institutions and market players.
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Emma and Dan have moved to a new neighbourhood with their parents 
and grandma. Everything is new, but they are not very happy here.

Why did we have to move 
here? It’s boring. And there’s 
nobody around.

Well, you’re right. It’s not 
very exciting here. Mum said 
it’s too expensive, so few 
people have moved here.

Let’s try and change it, shall we?

Hey kids...

What did 
you say?

I didn’t say 
anything.
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Listen, it can’t go on like this anymore. 
Those who are older than you and in 
power stopped listening to me. So I’ve 
decided to talk to you instead. I hope 
you’ll have more courage to help me. 
Lego building is not enough.
I’m not ready for climate change! 
I only have few trees and very little 
water. I’m running out of energy. 
People are getting lost, and my streets 
are full of cars and concrete. Everyone 
is minding their own business and 
not paying attention to me. You must 
save me. But don’t worry, I’ll help you! 
Just listen to me.

This is just a crazy dream 
and we’ll wake up, right?

Nonsense! We’ve 
discovered 
a magical city! 
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Threats and plans
How can we plan a fairly-shared 
city at a time of climate crisis? 

Besides an increase in the global average temperature, climate change manifests itself 
through more frequent extreme weather conditions. In Central European cities and 
towns this mostly means heat waves, droughts and torrential rains possibly leading 
to floods.(10) However, these extreme weather events do not affect everyone in the same 
way. Municipalities need to focus on data-based planning, drawing up suitable measu-
res for various groups of inhabitants.(11) Specifically, they need to focus on vulnerable 
groups (children, elderly people, people with disabilities or cardiovascular diseases, ho-
meless people etc.). This can sometimes be a problem, as political representatives tend 
to be influenced by various interest groups – especially citizens with greater economic 
power and social status. On a really hot day, think of a vulnerable person living nearby (for 
example an old woman, a child or a single parent with a baby) and try to put yourself in 
their shoes: walk to the shops, or take public transport to the hospital. What is the route 
like?  Is there some fresh air and cool shade under the trees, or just hot streets?

2

Did you know?
• The city of Bratislava recently published the Atlas of evaluation of vulnerability 
and risks of unfavourable climate change impacts.(12) The atlas combines demogra-
phic and environmental indicators, and it shows which parts of the city are inhabited by 
vulnerable groups and are at the same time prone to extreme impacts. It monitors acce-
ssibility of social services and healthcare, areas with cooler temperatures, the proportion 
of permeable and semipermeable sur-
faces and existing adaptation measures. 
The atlas explores the vulnerability of 
citizens, but also the vulnerabilities of 
transport infrastructure and buildings.
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How can we make climate adaptation planning 
fair and just?
• Focus on both the environmental and social impacts of climate change in the city.

• Involve a team of interdisciplinary experts and local citizens, with the goal of creating  
 a system of technical, environmental and socio-economic measures.

• The measures do not need only to be smart(13), i.e. based on intelligent technologies.  
 Above all, they should be wise(14) – environmentally sustainable, energy-efficient   
 and available to everyone.

• Regulations such as zoning plans, and conceptual, strategic and procedural   
 documents need to respond to the climate crisis and deal with its impacts.
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Well, we have nothing 
else to do anyway. Let’s 
find out what the city’s 
problems are and who is 
threatened.

And how will we find out?

Wow!

Whether it is a dream or the real city 
talking to them, Emma and Dan decided 
to try and do something.
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We really need to 
do something!

Well I don’t 
know...

Heat waves.

Drought.

This city won’t leave me alone. 
Anyway. I am Sophie, a city architect. 
You want to learn about the impacts 
of climate crisis, right?

Rains and 
floods.

This is serious! Some cities around the world 
will be impossible to live in. And who do you 
think is threatened the most?

Children like you! And 
also elderly people, like 
your grandma. Not to 
mention diseased or 
homeless people. And 
others will have to leave 
their homes because of 
climate change.
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Restructuring the city

Environmentally-friendly 
building and housing   

Cities are more susceptible to climate change impacts because of an effect known as 
the urban heat island (UHI).(15) Temperatures in urban areas tend to be higher than those 
in the surrounding countryside due to higher levels of evaporation from paved surfaces 
such as roads or parking lots, roofs, heating of buildings and air pollution caused by 
traffic and industry.

There are numerous measures which can reduce the UHI. Besides the infrastructure that 
will be discussed in the following chapters, there are measures related to buildings. The 
problem here is that environmentally-friendly construction is not always affordable. Eco-
friendly materials are often more expensive than the usual ones, and while investment in 
energy-saving measures brings a return in the long-term, it may take time. When it comes 
to housing, decisions are typically based on price and ground area, not the environmental 
aspects. The eco-friendliness of buildings is thus very closely interconnected with the 
system problem of housing affordability. If we want to build in a way that is eco-friendly 
and affordable at the same time, we need to change the status quo – give preference 
to environmentally-responsible developers and architects, support a mix of municipal, 
co-operative and rental housing, prevent property speculation and boost citizens’ 
participation in the planning process.

3

Did you know?
• Vulnerability analyses of various cities show that some of the highest temperatures 
are found on large roofs of industrial premises and shopping centres and also 
public buildings such as schools, hospitals and station concourses that citizens from 
vulnerable groups often go to. Also large residential areas tend to experience higher 
temperatures.(16)

• If municipalities want to meet environmental targets, they need to require eco-
friendly and energy-efficient development as a housing standard instead of endorsing 
the development of unaffordable investment residential projects that appear “green” but 
are only available for a negligible minority of citizens. The overall environmental impact 
also depends on the purpose and use of buildings. Instead of huge shopping centres 
with green roofs, municipalities should support local players – small shops and local 
manufacturers producing eco-friendly goods.

• There is a database with numerous best practice examples of urban and landscape 
adaptation measures from Adapterra Awards nominees.(17)
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How can buildings help reduce UHIs?
• Adaptation measures – green roofs, green facades, thermal insulation, recuperation  
 systems, water retention, biomass district heating.(18), (19)

• Mitigation measures – eco-friendly materials, using buildings for environmentally   
 beneficial activities, use of renewable energy sources.

• Improved availability of eco-friendly housing – development partnerships   
 between municipalities, citizens and private investors, a mix of housing units   
 of various sizes, shared infrastructure, modularity.
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And there were more 
surprises to come...

Very nice, children. Just 
keep playing. I’m going 
shopping if I can make it 
in this stifling heat…

We can’t live here. Grandma 
might have a stroke! It’s awfully 
hot and the shopping centre is 
too far to walk…

Hi grandma! 
You won’t 
believe what 
happened!

We must save 
the city! We 
spoke to it!

Ugh, it’s baking 
hot today.
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Look, it’s 
morphing!

Someone 
pinch me!
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Urban gardening
How can we reduce waste, grow food, 
improve the urban microclimate and 
reinforce community relations? 

One of the wisest solutions for a climate-resilient city is to support urban agriculture 
and gardening. It offers so much more besides growing one’s own vegetables. Up to 
60% of municipal waste from households is biodegradable, and it is often composta-
ble, ideal for growing crops in cities.(20) Urban gardens are also important for local bio-
diversity. Local produce furthermore reduces some of the emissions resulting from food 
deliveries. Other benefits include an improved microclimate and creating shared space 
for people to meet and share surplus produce. Urban food growing is also a significant 
element of the circular and local economy. 

4

Did you know?
• The Budapest Contemporary Architecture Centre KÉK has been building community 
gardens since 2011. It concentrates not only on environmental aspects of urban garde-
ning, but also on strengthening social integration and levelling out social inequalities.(21) 
Community gardens can be made in unexpected locations: for example, the site of the 
Prinzessinengarten in Berlin was once the concrete floor of a demolished tenement buil-
ding.(22)

• Traditional allotment gardens are very popular in Czechia. They often serve as 
the city’s green lungs, and their soil is given continuous care. These large gardening areas 
located in many urban areas are something of which other European cities could be jea-
lous. However, in Czechia they have often been regarded as anachronism, and many of 
them have been closed down or threatened instead of being modernized and supported 
for community purposes.(23)

• The Netherlands focuses on comprehensive development of urban agriculture – 
for example, the city of Rotterdam has a Food Cluster consisting of nearby farms, 
food processing companies, research teams, creative teams and consumers. In total, 
there are 8,000 companies. The cluster develops alternative production processes (such 
as vertical farms), designs new tools suitable for urban agriculture, and conducts research 
and development concerning resilient seeds and new systems of food distribution, inclu-
ding software solutions and sustainable logistics.(24)
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What measures can help improve the local 
microclimate?
• Supporting various kinds of urban agriculture, gardening and a generally more   
 participative approach to caring for the soil and greenery.

• Promoting innovative approaches to food distribution including collective shopping  
 and sharing food within small groups (food co-operatives), community shops,   
 farmers’ markets and food banks.
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Dan and Emma are in a new fabulous neighbourhood, 
but it still needs some finishing touch…

Isn’t it great, 
grandma? I’ve never seen 

anything like that.

How about...

I wonder what 
can be sold here?

Well, this garden 
needs a bit of work.

A few moments later…
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Well done, kids! 
No supermarket 
tomatoes from 
Spain anymore.

Yes! And I’ll make 
seed bombs and 
drop them all over 
the city!

Such nice 
compost!

And if we have too 
many, we can sell 
them here.
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Among trees and fountains

How can we make cities 
into blue-green systems? 

Urban areas often suffer because of overly technicist approaches and abundant under-
ground utilities that limit options for planting trees. Another issue is the uniform sewage 
system which mixes rain water with sewage during heavy rains. In dry weather, on the 
other hand, street profiles and impermeable materials stop precious moisture from rea-
ching greenery.

Blue-green (and grey) infrastructure is a system which can significantly moderate the 
impacts of both droughts and torrential rains. It combines major infrastructure interven-
tions with small-scale adjustments of roads, facades or green areas into an interconnec-
ted network that defines the streets’ appearance and practicality.

Czech towns and cities have also started greening their tram lanes and planting trees 
in the streets. The more ambitious ones have been recovering greenery in residential 
areas, renovating waterfronts and making river beds accessible. Municipalities must not 
be reluctant to invest in system solutions and major alterations of street profiles, residen-
tial areas, large green areas and transformation of the sewage system. The blue-green 
infrastructure must not be seen as an obstacle to technical infrastructure or an expensive 
non-essential item. It is quite the opposite – vital if cities are to survive. Nevertheless, blue 
and green also need to go hand in hand with the grey component.(25)

5

Did you know?
• The urban environment can be very stressful for vegetation and especially for 
trees. Pollution, pruning, road repairs and maintenance, lack of space and water and cli-
mate change. Trees in cities used to commonly live to the age of eighty. Nowadays, they 
often only last for half this time, and the trees we plant in the coming years might have 
even shorter lives unless we come up with system measures and maximize our effort and 
care. We might have to replace some currently popular species with Mediterranean ones, 
and also to start considering other ways of providing shade, for instance pergolas with 
climbing plants.

• All around the world, people massively greened their towns and cities in 2020. In 
Vienna, the first cooling park was created.(26) Paris is planning a pedestrian-friendly green 
overhaul for the busy Champs-Élysées avenue.(27)

• It is ideal to start with blue-green infrastructure development in areas that 
many people pass through frequently, especially those from vulnerable and under-
privileged groups. The young, healthy and well-off can easily leave the hot city for the 
forest or mountains if they want to. And people living in houses with gardens can take 
advantage of environmental comfort denied to those crammed into flats in busy street. 
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What measures can improve the local 
microclimate?
• Existing full-grown trees are the greatest treasures of our towns and cities.    
 They retain water, provide shade, cool the air, absorb dust and act as a windbreak.   
 This should be remembered in any renovation project. We need to build our   
 towns around existing trees, not to their detriment. 

• A system solution for rainwater management is based on retaining it from   
 paved areas and roofs and bringing it directly to vegetation. It is then easily   
 available to vegetation and the rest can slowly drain off into the sewers or soak into  
 the undersoil. The water can be purified with specifically-structured substrates.   
 The load on the sewage system can thus be reduced while trees get enough space,   
 moisture and air.(28),(29)

• There is no need to be discouraged by the complexity of system solutions.   
 However, it is still true that every bench located under a tree and every shading   
 installed at a bus stop counts.
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Emma and her friends have 
planted a lot of vegetables, but 
there is something they forgot…

Look at that 
flood! All our 
plants will die.

Just learn to 
dive then!

Well, why not!
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Wow, it’s like 
jungle now!
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Sun and wind
How can we reduce the town’s carbon 
footprint and develop decentralized 
energy systems?  

We tend to see the energy industry (especially the fossil industry) as a colossus that nei- 
ther the municipality nor citizens can influence. The energy transformation towards 
renewable energy sources does not mean we can simply switch from one type of ener-
gy source to another one. The whole system, with individual producers and consumers, 
needs to be reevaluated with the goal of reaching carbon neutrality by 2050. Every mu-
nicipality has its specific way of accomplishing the transformation.

Renewables are a decentralized energy source. They can generate power near the point 
of its consumption, and acquisition costs for a community power or heating plant are 
affordable even for towns or villages, small and medium-sized enterprises, housing co-
-operatives or associations of flat owners. As part of energy communities, citizens all 
over Europe can become active producers of renewable energy which brings them not 
only appreciable savings, but also cleaner air. Energy communities of citizens can help 
reduces energy poverty, a phenomenon which threatens low-income households that 
can face problems paying energy bills and suffering from cold in winter.(30)

Some people are worried that when the sun does not shine sufficiently, solar panel users 
will be faced with electricity shortfalls. In order to avoid such risks, integrated energy 
systems will be built across municipalities. They can incorporate hundreds or thousands 
of small solar power plants on roofs, wind turbines in the surroundings of towns, biomass 
heating plants, biogas stations, smart metering devices in buildings, charging stations 
for electric vehicles and public transportation. Individual buildings, blocks or quarters 
can thus be prosumers – continuously both producers and consumers.(31)

6

Did you know?
• A sustainable municipal energy system is based not only on power and heat from 
renewables, but also sustainable mobility and reduced energy consumption (through 
technical solutions such as improved energy efficiency of buildings and also thanks to 
citizens’ energy savings).

• Integrated energy systems also include integration of buildings and mobility (char-
ging stations), integration of power and thermal energy (heat pumps) and also integrati-
on of manufacturing and energy industries (residual energy from production processes).
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What measures can support the development of 
renewables and reduction of CO2 emissions?
• Energy mix – In our latitude and climate zone, we need to develop renewables with  
 the widest possible range of technologies and production modes. 

• Support for cooperation between urban and rural areas  – In most cases, towns   
 will not become net energy producers, and they will still need to use sources from   
 suburban and rural areas. In Czechia this mostly means biomass and wind energy.   
 This brings great opportunities for the development of the regional economy.   
 In exchange, towns and cities can offer not only money, but also partnerships   
 in agriculture or nature and landscape protection. Regional authorities have   
 a major role to play in providing appropriate tools, subsidies and especially guidance  
 for integrated and tailored solutions for individual villages. (32)
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The kid’s Mum, an engineer, also joins 
the neighbourhood renovation.

Hope the car is charged enough. 
I’m nervous if we can make it. 

Why don’t 
you look 
around here?

I guess I 
didn’t take 
after you.

Come on! It’s 
quite easy and we 
will have enough 
power for the 
whole house.

Mum, I am so 
bored, why 
don’t we go 
on a trip now?

Wait, I have an idea. 
Let’s go back!

Oh dear, what 
a sight...

Wow, a spea-
king car!
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Good job, Dan! Clara, 
shall we also install 
the biomass boiler?

Yes, but let’s go 
for a walk first.
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Routes and distances
Can you imagine the streets with 
only a tenth of the cars parked 
and going past?  

Try to imagine what it is like to move around a city as an elderly person, a child, a parent 
with a baby or a person with disabilities. Our cities are predominantly designed for car 
traffic. City centres are often depopulated, and services have been typically relocated to 
shopping zones in suburbs. In the past decades, cars have become an automatic part of 
our everyday activities. As a result, there are huge numbers of cars in the streets, excee-
ding the city’s capacities. Cars have thus started to restrict many of the city’s functions. It 
may not be easy, but if we want to live in a climate resilient city, we need to face the 
problems related to individual car mobility: 

1. Cars produce the largest amount of CO2 emissions compared to other types   
 of mobility.

2. They take up a large amount of space which could be used otherwise, for example   
 for adaptation measures.

3. Investments in car infrastructure lead to a further increase in the number of cars   
 and thus further limitations of other functions the city might serve.

For urban citizens, there are very few reasons to own a car and park it in front of their 
block of flats. Examples from cities with the highest living standards show it is possible 
to adjust the mobility mix in a way that makes the use of one’s own car in the city une-
conomical and inefficient. It is easy to get to a destination on foot, by bike or by public 
transport, and in case of need, there is the option of shared cars. Reduced numbers of 
cars make it possible to turn many streets into residential zones with priority for pedes-
trians and cyclists and with sufficient space for relaxation, green areas and services. The 
real breakthrough in terms of quality of life comes with limiting entry for cars into the 
city centre and creating perfect connections between affordable P+R car parks and other 
modes of transport. Those who really have to use a car will appreciate the smaller and less 
frequent traffic jams.

7

Did you know?
• The city of Vienna motivates people to use cars less by reducing public transport 
fares and by distributing tokens that can be exchanged for free tickets to cultural institu-
tions for each 20 kg CO2 they reduce.(33)

• The Mayor of Paris, Anne Hidalgo, supports the idea of a 15-minute city, making it 
possible for citizens to reach important infrastructure points within 15 minutes without 
driving. This approach is also known as a city of short distances, or a compact city.(34) 
By 2024, all roads in the city should also be cycling-friendly. It is expected that parking 
places will be reduced by up to 72% as part of these measures.(35)
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• The city of Dresden has been building multimodal changing points and an infor-
mation system that will make it easier to combine public transport and shared mobility, 
including bikes, cargo bikes and cars.(36)

• A special micro depot for logistics companies has been recently opened in Prague. 
They can use it to deliver goods to customers in the centre on cargo bikes.(37)

What measures can make a city mobility-
friendlier?
• Expand pedestrian and recreational zones across and beyond historical centres.

• Develop transparent and safe infrastructure for urban cycling.

• Support shared mobility, which can help reduce parking places and thus indirectly   
 influence the public space.

• Set car-parking prices at adequate levels compared to public transport prices,   
 or according to the space that is occupied by cars in the city. Offer discounts   
 to households that get rid of their passenger cars, which they once parked in   
 urban areas.
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But our life is not only about our neighbourhood. We need 
to get to other parts of the city safely and quickly.

Damn! It would be 
faster to walk there.

This street needs 
some freshening…
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Let’s change it then!

We can ride our 
bikes now! Dad will 
be really happy.
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Together, or apart

Where can we get money 
for climate resilience?  

With their structures, cities have always been ideal innovation hubs – they are where 
ideas, needs and information meet. A city is an intersection where surprising connections, 
new production models and new consumer approaches can develop more easily.(38) In 
cities all over Europe, new types of organizations are emerging – organizations based 
on people’s active participation and the development of new relations between local 
producers and consumers. We have seen the rise of new food co-operatives, community 
restaurants, social businesses, Baugruppe communities and energy communities. And 
then there are various incubator networks, digital FabLabs, shared repair shops and 
community schools and kindergartens. New economic models bring about a new 
diversity of roles. We are no longer simply customers and workers. We are becoming 
members, supporters and volunteers; we are involved in networking, co-ownership, 
co-operatives and participation. We are learning new skills and knowledge. Part of our 
working time can be given to local communities and the local economy. Just imagine the 
difference in sustainability of such diverse economies in comparison with cities whose 
economy is dependent on one major sector, such as tourism.

8

Did you know?
• When money circulates locally, it brings the benefit of a multiplication effect: 
One of the key localization principles is the circulation of money in the given area – 
known as the local multiplier.(39) Every crown (or euro) spent on goods or services in your 
neighbourhood can be used again for another purchase there, which generates higher 
value for the location. When, on the contrary, we do our shopping in multinational 
chains, for example, only a very small fraction of the income stays in the location, and 
profits typically flow away. The concept of the circular economy is becoming increasingly 
popular – and the circulation of money as a local source is a very important part of it.
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Which measures can support development 
of the local economy?
• Support for community investments and local currencies  – useful tools   
 supporting local investments include ethical and community banks and platforms   
 (for example the Wealth Pool(40) in Austria or the Swedish community bank JAK(41))   
 and local currencies (for example the Helsinki Timebank(42)). 

• Compensation for the carbon footprint in blue-green infrastructure – Are you   
 worried what happens to the money you paid for offsetting (compensation of carbon  
 emissions)? Will it really be used for planting trees in Amazonia? Municipalities should  
 introduce local versions of programmes supporting offsetting via development   
 of renewables or blue-green infrastructure right in the city.

• Support for participative budgeting – citizens of a particular district usually know  
 very well from their own experience which investments are required.

• Support for open localization – sharing information, knowledge and experience   
 has a limitless potential. The local economy does not mean isolation from the rest   
 of the world, quite the opposite!.
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Emma, Dan and their family have lived 
here happily for over a year and…

It’s great. Using our own 
renewable energy means 
we don’t pay so much now.

Living here is so lovely 
now! People enjoy their 
free time, go to local 
shops, cafes and parks to 
meet up. It’s full of life!

I ride the bike 
to work! I feel fit 
and energized.

Amazing! I’m delighted 
you like it here, but…

Of course not, don’t 
worry. But let me ask 
for something.

Oh no! I knew it! Now 
we’ll wake up from this 
dream and go back to 
that dull place!

I learned how 
to repair my 
computer at 
FabLab.

I like the farmer 
shop a lot. We 
can even swap 
vegetables from 
our gardens with 
the neighbours.
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There are many quarters in 
our city which don’t work so 
well. Invite more people and 
motivate them to change 
their neighbourhood. We 
need everyone to join us 
and fight the climate crisis.

Don’t forget to invite the mayor and other officials or 
experts. They should see this and help you. We can 
make it together– and we don’t even need magic.
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What defines climate resilience 
and social justice in cities of the 
future?

1. Participation and democracy on various levels
Citizens’ participation should not be limited to municipal elections and pro-
viding comments on the zoning plan. Participation is a broad principle which 
involves a caring, considerate approach to the public space, infrastructure and 
institutions. It works on numerous levels – in the household, within a block of 
flats, in one’s neighbourhood or quarter. It manifests itself in politics as well as 
economy – for example in sharing space, services and things.
2. Social and environmental goals as a priority
In evaluations and tenders, municipalities put great emphasis on social and 
environmental goals. Renovations of infrastructure are based on the needs 
of blue-green infrastructure as a living network with specific requirements. In 
development, key priorities include the environmental impact, affordability 
and quality of life.
3. Carbon neutrality, low environmental footprint, circularity    
 and degrowth
The city of the future aims to reach carbon neutrality and a low environmental 
footprint as soon as possible. The city’s economy must be based on circularity, 
and it decreases its reliance on economic growth. The city reduces consumpti-
on of resources, supports re-use and recycling.
4. Crisis resilience and adaptability 
The city is at least partially self-reliant in terms of power, food and basic servi-
ces. It has active, well-informed, educated and co-operating citizens, responsi-
ble companies, good governance and wisely-designed infrastructure.
5. Innovative, but also respectful of the original
The city of the future respects its original architecture and social structures. 
When planning innovations, the city first re-evaluates social and economic 
activities, continues with infrastructure renovations, and then dismantles old, 
inefficient structures with an excessive environmental footprint.
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6. Inclusive, affordable, non-speculative, cross-generational, feminist
The city of the future is not exclusively for those who can afford it, for the 
young, healthy and assertive. All roles are seen as equally important and 
a good living standard is available for all groups. The most vulnerable ones are 
given support as needed. The city encourages activities that are not focused 
solely on making a profit, especially in sectors fulfilling basic needs (housing, 
food, work, transportation, energy).
7. Developing the local economy, networks and communities
The city promotes development of the local economy. It is shaped by local 
people and it expands mutual services, uses local resources, supports 
meaningful work, trust, partnership and solidarity. It is aware of its global 
responsibility (for example the impact of outsourcing production from 
polluting plants in the Global South with unacceptable working conditions).
8. Open localization
Localization does not mean autarky. Cities need to cooperate within their me-
tropolitan areas, with rural areas and other cities. Long-distance cooperation 
(especially across continents) should be based mainly on sharing knowledge 
and best practice (open-source software) rather than trading goods.
9. Wise use of technology
The city uses up-to-date technologies wisely, especially for communication, 
sharing (for example surplus produce), energy savings, care for blue-green in-
frastructure and various analytical activities. Technologies should be affordable 
and accessible to all groups of inhabitants.
10. New techniques, methods and tools for planning and evaluation
In order to embrace these principles, the sustainable city needs new processes 
and tools for planning and the evaluation of the impact of adaptation measu-
res and quality of life. New indicators need to be introduced for evaluating the 
success of development projects or infrastructure quality. There will be nume-
rous key parameters, including cooling or shading potential, food miles and 
the carbon budget. 
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